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I grew up playing chess. It taught me a lot of great lessons about competition — and a lot of
wrong lessons about life.

From the age of seven, I played chess constantly and competitively. I played in school, online, at national
competitions. Chess taught me patience, perseverance, critical thinking — crucial skills for tackling life’s hard
problems and difficult situations.

Chess wired me to think causally at a young age. Move your knight here; you’ll trap his bishop. Capture that pawn;
you’ll weaken his right side. Every correct move led me closer to a checkmate; every false step brought me closer to
defeat.

Chess also introduced the idea of the “other”. Black versus white. Our school versus theirs. And every game was
zero sum — there was only ever one point to score, either to be shared or taken in its entirety. No way to grow the
pie.

I played chess seriously until the age of fifteen, around the time I got my first cell phone. The cell phone was a
significant mark of freedom for a teenager, even though it lacked real utility. I remember it well — a small flip phone
with a color screen. I carried it everywhere with me as a symbol of my independence. My phone couldn’t access the
internet or send a Snapchat, but I found it could kill boredom with its one included game: Tetris. And I became
addicted.

Tetris, to some, is frustration incarnate. It’s repetitive! It’s impossible to win! It’s driven by luck! But to me, it became
the truest representation of life there is. In comparison, chess is just a silly war game.

I don’t play chess competitively anymore. But to this day, Tetris is the only game on my phone. It sits on the front
page of my apps, a constant reminder that life is Tetris, not chess.

I’ll make this distinction clear in four simple points. Maybe you’ve been playing the game wrong too.

1. In life, your only opponent is yourself.

I grew up looking for opponents — people to fight, people to blame, people to prove wrong. I imagined enemies
when there were none because fighting was easy. I treated everything like it was zero-sum when there was so
much else to gain.

That’s the chess mindset. And it holds you back.

In Tetris, you’re only playing against time and the never-ending flow of pieces from top to bottom. The mindset is
internally focused — you are challenging yourself to correctly manipulate a random stream of inputs into an orderly
configuration. There’s no final boss. No blame to assign.

The real game of life is completely internal. There really are no big, bad enemies who exist to make you suffer.
There is no absolute right or wrong move that a certain opponent can punish. And your score can increase to infinity,
if you just push yourself harder. Your life score can increase slowly or quickly, depending on how hard you push
yourself. Which brings me to…

2. In life, things don’t get harder — they just get faster.
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Some games get harder the longer you play, including chess. Positions get more complicated, opponents become
more challenging, the stakes increase. You have a public rating, and thus more to lose when you play the same
opponents.

Not Tetris. The game remains the same from Piece One until you run out of space on the screen. The only thing that
changes is the speed.

If you played Tetris at the slowest possible speed for the rest of your life, you could possibly never lose. The only
enemy would be fatigue. But the algorithm for beating Tetris is not complicated, and you have plenty of time to move
the pieces to their optimal locations.

In Tetris, more often than not, we challenge ourselves. We are not content with simply making one row at a time.
We push ourselves to get a Tetris — four rows simultaneously. It’s the name of the game. Why bother playing if you
don’t go for it?

I treated life like chess for a long time — a series of ever-increasing challenges. I would invent problems where none
were required and take on a victim mindset. But life doesn’t actually get harder the longer you play. As we get older,
we have more money and more wisdom. Our independence increases. We don’t have to take on new challenges if
we don’t wish to. But we seek fulfillment, so we often do.

However, life does get faster. Every day we live is a smaller percentage of our total life, and we perceive time as
moving more quickly. Our responsibilities grow until tasks we should sincerely enjoy are treated as annoyances or
mindless distractions.

The only way to master life — like Tetris — is to learn to play with the same self-control at the highest speeds.
You can’t allow your goals to be compromised, no matter the pace at which you move. You must control your own
mind, your own behaviors, and your own time. Which leads us to…

3. In life, you can’t control the board.

As I mentioned earlier, chess is causal. There is a “best move” for any given position. You can force your opponent
into a corner. You can see twenty moves into the future, if you’re a supercomputer.

Chess comes with a set of prescriptions and best practices. 1. e4 is considered a strong opening move for white. 1.
h3 is not. That’s because chess is a closed system. There’s no random constraints, no dumb luck. The pieces
always move the same, and the starting position is always identical.

Tetris? You only know what the next piece is. You play for the present moment, trying to construct the best possible
configuration of pieces, knowing that it is impossible to predict the situation even two pieces from now. You don’t get
fooled into thinking you can control the future.

I spent much of my life in that chess mindset, trying to find the best possible play or force my way toward a
predetermined conclusion. I was hard-wired to see causality all around me and to seek control.

But real life isn’t causal. There is always a distribution of possible events. Things happen that are one in a billion.
There is no direct, predictable response to our actions. Our lives are open systems, where any number of
unobservable events can change our outlooks and perspectives in moments. Even life’s biggest decisions are
hardly calculable — that’s why lots of marriages end in divorce.

Don’t try to guess what pieces are coming when you try to improve your situation. Like Tetris, you can simply put
yourself in the best possible position without seeking to completely control the system you play in. By all
means, control and challenge yourself — seriously, go for that Tetris — but don’t expect any favors just because you
did. And remember…



4. In life, no one tells you when you’ve won.

In chess, you’ll get to see your opponent tip over his king in resignation. You’ll see the final tournament scores
posted. You’ll feel the satisfaction of victory — unless, one day, you don’t.

I remember the day I quit chess. I didn’t get beaten and give up in frustration. In fact, I won a tournament. And
afterwards, I felt nothing.

According to the millennia-old rules of chess, there’s only two ways to lose — get checkmated, or resign. The day I
quit chess, I came up with another. If I wasn’t learning, if I wasn’t enjoying the struggles or victories, I had already
lost.

The decision to quit was liberating, terrifying, and confusing. Why did I feel so free when I had given up one of my
first loves? But quitting felt good for the reason that starting to play chess felt right in the first place — it was entirely
my choice to do so. And with that decision, my competitive, causal chess mindset began to weaken, and my
perspective finally cleared.

Meanwhile, Tetris began to fill my gaming void. I play Tetris every day, and every day I pick up the game knowing
that I will lose. How long will I play before I lose? How fast will the pieces go? How much will I score? Those are the
metrics the game tracks. But I added a way to win — if I play Tetris every day.

I enjoy being uncompromising in setting goals for myself. I get great satisfaction from knowing that I can regularly
set myself a personal challenge and attack it daily. Whether I accomplish what I set out to achieve, only I know.

Playing Tetris every day builds my determination, my focus, my will to persevere at things I know have no conclusion.
And I don’t play to win — I play to play.
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